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Multi-state asymmetric simple exclusion
processes
Chihiro Matsui
Abstract It is known that the Markov matrix of the asymmetric simple exclusion
process (ASEP) is invariant under the Uq(sl2) algebra. This is the result of the fact
that the Markov matrix of the ASEP coincides with the generator of the Temperley-
Lieb (TL) algebra, the dual algebra of the Uq(sl2) algebra. Various types of algebraic
extensions have been considered for the ASEP. In this paper, we considered the
multi-state extension of the ASEP, by allowing more than two particles to occupy
the same site. We constructed the Markov matrix by dimensionally extending the
TL generators and derived explicit forms of particle densities and currents on steady
states. Then we showed how decay lengths differ from the original two-state ASEP
under closed boundary conditions.
Key words: Asymmetric simple exclusion process; Quantum groups; Integrable
systems
1 Introduction
The asymmetric simple exclusion process (ASEP) is a one-dimensional exclusion
process that describes discrete one-dimensional random walks. Among far-from-
equilibrium systems, the ASEP is one of few examples which allows us the exact
analysis. This model is first introduced in order to discuss dynamics of ribosome
translocation along mRNA [45]. Then the model was applied in the context of traf-
fic and transport systems [16]. As the exactly solvable non-equilibrium systems, the
ASEP has been attracted for decades; After being used in the context of a diffusion
process [44, 57], the connection to the solvable two-dimensional lattice system, the
six-vertex model associated with the Uq(sl2) algebra, was pointed out in [40, 33].
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Based on the Uq(sl2)-invariance of the Markov matrix, the dynamical exponent was
discussed besides the particle-density profiles and the particle currents were com-
puted [50].
The standard procedure to analyze the ASEP with general boundary conditions
is the matrix product ansatz (MPA) [22]. By assigning a matrix to each of the empty
and occupied state, the steady state is given by the combination of those matrices
which satisfy quadratic relations. Employing this method, various physical quanti-
ties such as particle-density profiles and particle currents, as well as steady states,
were exactly computed. The existence of the phase transition in the particle den-
sities with respect to incoming and outgoing hopping rates was obtained from the
exact calculation [43, 20, 21, 55], as the evidence of strong dependence on boundary
conditions of non-equilibrium systems. Matrices casted in a matrix product state sat-
isfies quadratic relations which are understood in the context of the q-boson [49] and
later whose connection with the Askey-Wilson polynomials was pointed out [51].
The Bethe ansatz method, first introduced to solve many body problems [10],
was also applied to the computation of physical quantities on the steady state of the
ASEP. The periodic boundary condition [32], the system with infinite length [42,
56], and the open boundary case [17] were discussed in each literature. The relation
to the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang (KPZ) universality classes was also discussed through
the dynamical exponent derived from the analysis of the Bethe-ansatz equations for
the periodic boundary case [32] and through the asymptotic behavior of correlation
functions for the closed boundary case [50]. Even though the connection between
the MPA and the Bethe vectors have not been clear for years, this question was
unveiled in [30], by expressing creation and annihilation operators of the algebraic
Bethe ansatz in terms of the operators in the matrix product states.
The model was algebraically extended to be associated with various algebras.
The possible realizations of the Hecke algebra were pointed out which describe the
time evolution of reaction-diffusion processes [2]. Among various algebraic exten-
sions, the ASEP with multi-species has been closely studied [3, 41, 29, 27, 6, 25,
48, 5, 7]. The steady state was constructed by the MPA, whose matrix elements sat-
isfy similar quadratic relations as in the one-species case [25]. The spectrum of the
Markov matrix was also studied on the periodic system, in which the dynamical ex-
ponent was found to be the same as the one-species case [6]. It has been also pointed
out that various models are mapped onto the ASEP. The interesting example is the
zero-range process [24], which often appears as another traffic model with hopping
rates depending on the number of particles in each box.
In this paper, another algebraic extension of the ASEP, the ASEP associated with
the higher-dimensional representation of the Uq(sl2) algebra is proposed. The orig-
inal two-state ASEP is characterized by the two-dimensional basis associated with
the fundamental representations of the Uq(sl2) algebra defined by the empty state
and the one-particle state. The idea is based on the dimensional extension of the
Markov matrix, which results in the multi-state extension of the ASEP. Although
it is not straightforward how to extend the Markov matrix itself to the higher-
dimensional one by keeping integrability of the model, we first considered the di-
mensional extension to the associated TL generator and then deformed the extended
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TL generators to be a Markov matrix. The dimensional extension of the TL gen-
erator was proposed in [59], by using the notion of fusion. Applying the projection
operator, ℓ-fold tensor product of two-dimensional vector spaces are q-symmetrized,
which allows us to take out the (ℓ+ 1)-dimensional representation, the largest irre-
ducible subspace. In general, the fused TL generators satisfy neither the probability
conservation nor the positivity of probability. The probability conservation is satis-
fied if a matrix has zero-sum columns. We have found the similarity transformation
for the fused TL generators to have zero-sum columns. In order to ensure the positiv-
ity of probability, we focused on the fact that ℓ different types of TL generators are
constructed by the fusion procedure. Thus, even if each of the generators does not
satisfy the positivity condition, which is given by the positiveness of off-diagonal
matrix elements, there would be a linear combination of different types of TL gener-
ators which makes all the off-diagonal elements positive. We showed the existence
of the parameter regimes for the positivity condition and conjectured the restrictions
among the coefficients for the linearly combined TL generators to satisfy the positiv-
ity condition. In order to obtain characterizing feature of the multi-state ASEPs, two
special limits, the symmetric case and the totally asymmetric case, were discussed.
In these limits, the physical meanings of the coefficients of combined generators be-
come clear. The virtue of employing the fusion procedure is that, the TL generator is
dimensionally extended by keeping the commutativity with the Uq(sl2) generators.
Consequently, the Markov matrices associated with higher-dimensional TL gener-
ators, which describe multi-state stochastic processes, keep the Uq(sl2)-invariance.
This construction of the multi-state ASEPs suggests the existence of a new family of
integrable stochastic models associated with the higher-dimensional representations
of quantum groups.
It is an interesting question how the number of states in the model affects on
physical behaviors. For example, we would expect different exponents in decay
lengths for the ASEPs with different number of states. Due to the possible variety
of incoming and outgoing hopping rates, the rich structure of phases in the particle-
density profiles is expected under general boundary conditions. This paper focuses
on phenomena in the steady state under the closed boundary conditions, in which
the whole system is invariant under the Uq(sl2) algebra. We first derive the steady
states of the multi-state ASEPs, which are given by the basis of the Uq(sl2) algebra.
Although computations are cumbersome if one works with high-dimensional rep-
resentations, we show how calculations can be proceeded on the two-dimensional
representations by means of the projection operators. We derive the explicit forms
of particle-density profiles, which show the transition from the zero-particle domain
to the high-density domain. Then, we prove that the interval of the transition do-
main depends on the number of states of the system. Consequently, we also show
that the existence of right-moving currents and left-moving currents, although they
compensate with each other, at the transition domain from the zero density to the
high density.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the algebraic aspects
of the ASEP. The minimum necessary facts about the Uq(sl2) algebra are also given
for the construction of multi-state ASEPs and the calculation of particle densities
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and currents. Section 3 is devoted to the model settings of the multi-state ASEPs,
including the construction of the higher-dimensional TL generators. We give de-
tailed explanation about how the fused TL generators are deformed to satisfy the
probability conservation and the positivity of probability. The symmetric limit and
totally-asymmetric limit of the multi-state ASEPs are discussed to give physical
meanings to the coefficients of a linear combination of the fused TL generators. In
Section 4, we show the exact calculations of particle-density profiles and currents as
examples of physical quantities that can be computed on the multi-state ASEPs. In
Section 5, the large-volume limit is considered. The asymptotic behaviors of density
profiles are carefully analyzed and the density transition from the low-density phase
to the high-density phase was obtained. It was also found that the decay length of the
density transition depends on the number of states of the process. The last section is
devoted to concluding remarks and open problems.
2 A brief review of ASEP
The asymmetric simple exclusion process (ASEP) is a stochastic process defined on
a one-dimensional lattice consisting of N sites with a variable τi ∈ {0,1} attached
to each site i. This variable τi is, in a physical sense, considered as the number of
particles admitted in the ith box. The transition rules is determined by the local
transition rates defined for the configuration of variables on two neighboring sites
(τi,τi+1); the transition (1,0)→ (0,1) occurs with a rate pR, while the transition
(0,1)→ (1,0) with a rate pL.
The time evolution of the configuration of variables is given by the differential-
difference equation. By writing the state of the whole system as
|τ1, . . . ,τN〉 := |τ1〉⊗ · · ·⊗ |τN〉, (1)
where |τi〉 ∈ C2, the vector of configurations at time t is expressed as
|P(t)〉= ∑
τi∈{0,1}
p(t;τ1, . . . ,τN)|τ1, . . . ,τN〉 (2)
with the probabilities p(t;τ1, . . . ,τN) to obtain each configuration. Then the time
evolution of |P(t)〉 is simply given by the differential-difference equation of p(t;τ1, . . . ,τN):
d
dt p(t;τ1, . . . ,τN) =
N
∑
i=1
Θ(τi+1− τi) p(t;τ1, . . . ,τi+1,τi, . . . ,τN)
−
N
∑
i=1
Θ(τi− τi+1) p(t;τ1, . . . ,τi,τi+1, . . . ,τN),
(3)
where
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Θ(x) =

−pR x < 0
0 x = 0
pL x > 0.
(4)
In the physics realm, the time evolution of |P(t)〉 (3) is often written in a matrix
form, which is known as the master equation:
d
dt |P(t)〉= M|P(t)〉, (5)
where M is the Markov matrix obtained from the update rules (3):
M =
N−1
∑
i=1
Mi,i+1, (6)
Mi,i+1 = 11⊗ 12⊗·· ·1i−1⊗

0 0 0 0
0 −pL pR 0
0 pL −pR 0
0 0 0 0

i,i+1
⊗ 1i+2⊗·· ·⊗ 1N , (7)
where the matrix Mi,i+1 nontrivially acts only on the ith and (i+ 1)th spaces of the
N-fold tensor product of the fundamental representations. The equation (7) indeed
describes the process of particle-hopping to the right with a rate pR and to the left
with a rate pL under the choice of the one-site state |τi〉 as
|0〉i =
(
1
0
)
i
, |1〉i =
(
0
1
)
i
. (8)
Let us remark that under the closed boundary conditions, no incoming or outgoing
particle is obtained on the system.
2.1 Uq(sl2)-invariance of the Markov matrix
The ASEP is an integrable stochastic process since the update operator Mi,i+1 is
identified with a Temperley-Lieb (TL) generator:
ei =

0 0 0 0
0 q−1 −1 0
0 −1 q 0
0 0 0 0

i,i+1
, (9)
which satisfies the following algebraic relations (Fig. 7):
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e2i = (q+ q
−1)ei,
eiei+1ei = ei,
eie j = e jei, |i− j| ≥ 2.
(10)
Applying the following similarity transformation:
U =⊗Ni=1Ui =⊗Ni=1
(
1 0
0 qi−1
)
i
, q =
√
pR
pL
> 0 (11)
leads to the update operator (7) written by the TL generator; the update operator is
related to the TL generator via
Mi,i+1 =−√pR pLUi,i+1eiU−1i,i+1, (12)
for which one can easily check that the relations (10) hold up to overall factors.
Let us introduce the spin operators given by
S+ =
(
0 1
0 0
)
, S− =
(
0 0
1 0
)
, qS
z
=
(
q
1
2 0
0 q− 12
)
. (13)
The spin operators are known to generate the Uq(sl2) algebra. The TL algebra is
a dual algebra of the Uq(sl2) algebra in the sense that the TL generators commute
with those of the Uq(sl2) algebra:
[ei, ∆(X)] = 0, X ∈ {S±,qSz}, (14)
where ∆ represents the coproduct defined in Appendix 1. The commutativity of
these generators allows us to compute the exact steady state of the ASEP, and con-
sequently, the exact physical quantities.
In our notations (8), the empty state |0〉, which is naturally invariant under the
time development, is identified with the highest weight vector of the Uq(sl2) algebra.
Namely, the steady state of the ASEP with no particle is given by the highest weight
vector of the Uq(sl2) algebra:
d
dt |0〉= M|0〉= 0. (15)
Taking into account that the Uq(sl2) generators commute with the TL generators,
and consequently, with the Markov matrix up to the similarity transformation, we
have
MU(∆ (N)(S−))nU−1|0〉=U(∆ (N)(S−))nU−1M|0〉= 0, (16)
where ∆ (N) is the Nth coproduct (Appendix 1). Thus, a series of steady states is
obtained as the vector basis of the Uq(sl2) algebra constructed by applying the gen-
erator S− to the highest weight vector.
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3 Multi-state ASEP
As we reviewed in the previous section, the update operators of the ASEP satisfy
the TL relations. Based on this fact, the extension of the integrable stochastic pro-
cess to multi-state cases is, taking into account that a state of each box is given
by (8), achieved by constructing the higher-dimensional update matrices which still
commute with the Uq(sl2) generators. The dimensional extension of the TL gener-
ators have been discussed by P. Zinn-Justin in [59], in which they have constructed
fused TL generators from ℓ-fold tensor products of the fundamental representations
with the use of a projection operator. Although the fused TL generators themselves
cannot be update operators, as they enjoy neither the probability conservation nor
the positivity of probability in nature, we found similarity transformations, which
make the fused TL generators satisfy the probability conservation. Moreover, we
show that a proper linear combination of different types of the fused TL genera-
tors has only positive off-diagonal matrix elements, which ensures the positivity of
probability.
3.1 Higher-spin TL generators
The TL generator of a higher-dimensional representation is constructed from ten-
sor products of fundamental representations. Since the fundamental representation
of the TL generator is the two-dimensional representation, we consider the ℓ-fold
tensor products to construct the (ℓ+ 1)-dimensional TL generators, which are as-
sociated with the (ℓ+ 1)-state ASEP. Let us consider the simplest example, i.e. the
construction of three-dimensional TL generators. Following the above statement,
we consider the two-fold tensor product of the fundamental representations. As in
the spin composition, the irreducible decomposition leads us to obtain the totally q-
symmetric subspace, which has the three-dimensional representation, and the totally
q-asymmetric subspace with the one-dimensional representation. Then, we take out
the totally q-symmetric subspace by using the projection operator introduced later.
Similarly, the largest irreducible subspace of the ℓ-fold tensor product of the fun-
damental representations is totally q-symmetric, which has the (ℓ+ 1)-dimensional
representation, and thus can be taken out by the projection operator.
The projection operator is recursively constructed from the TL generators:
Y (k+1)(e j, . . . ,e j+k−1)=Y (k)(e j, . . . ,e j+k−2)
(
1−Uk−1(τ)
Uk(τ)
ek+ℓ−1
)
Y (k)(e j, . . . ,e j+k−2),
(17)
with the initial condition Y (1) = 1. The functions Uk(τ) are the Chebyshev polyno-
mials of the second kind with a parameter τ given by τ = (q+ q−1)/2. The super-
scripts of the projection operator denote how many spaces the operator acts on, that
is, Y (ℓ) takes out the largest irreducible subspace from ℓ-fold tensor product of the
fundamental representations. For instance, the projection operator Y (2), which acts
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on the kth and (k+ 1)th spaces, is obtained as
Y (2)(ei) = Y (1)
(
1−U0(τ)
U1(τ)
ei
)
Y (1) =

1 0 0 0
0 qq+q−1
1
q+q−1 0
0 1q+q−1
q−1
q+q−1 0
0 0 0 1

i,i+1
. (18)
Using this projection operator, there are two possible ways to fuse the TL operator.
From now on, we simply write Y (k)(e j, . . . ,e j+k−2) by Y
(k)
j and introduce a new
notation Y (k) =∏Nj=1Y (k)j . Then the three-dimensional fused TL generators are given
by
e
(2;1)
i = Y
(2)e2(i−1)+2Y (2), (19)
e
(2;2)
i = Y
(2)e2(i−1)+2e2(i−1)+1e2(i−1)+3e2(i−1)+2Y (2). (20)
The graphical representations of e(2;1)i and e
(2;2)
i are given in Fig. 10 (Appendix 2).
These operators are known to satisfy the SO(3) Birman-Murakami-Wenzl (BMW)
algebra [47, 11, 26] given in Appendix 3.
The fused TL generator of an e(ℓ;r)i is given by
e
(ℓ;r)
i = Y
(ℓ) eℓi eℓi−1 eℓi+1 · · ·eℓi−r+1 · · ·eℓi+r−1 · · ·eℓi−1 eℓi+1 eℓiY (ℓ)ℓi , (21)
where r = 1,2, . . . , ℓ indicates the type of the TL generators (Fig. 1). In general,
ℓ different kinds of the TL generators can be constructed by fusing ℓ fundamental
representations. It is important to note that each of ℓ kinds of the TL generators con-
structed in this way commutes with the Uq(sl2) generators of the (ℓ+1)-dimensional
representations:
[e
(ℓ;r)
i , ∆(X)] = 0, X ∈ {S±,qS
z}. (22)
Due to the existence of a parameter q, the projection operatorY (ℓ)k does not simply
symmetrize ℓ spaces, as in the SU(2) case, but q-symmetrizes them. For instance,
the following three vectors are q-symmetric under the transpose of two spaces:(
1
0
)
⊗
(
1
0
)
, q1/2
(
1
0
)
⊗
(
0
1
)
+ q−1/2
(
0
1
)
⊗
(
1
0
)
,
(
0
1
)
⊗
(
0
1
)
. (23)
One obtains later in (45) that these vectors are the zero-, one-, and two-particle local
states of the three-state ASEP, respectively.
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e i
(l;r)
i i+1
r
l - r ...
...
...
...
Fig. 1 The TL generator of the (ℓ+1)-dimensional representation. ℓ spaces are fused by the pro-
jection operator Y (ℓ), denoted by a red circle. The operator e(ℓ;r)i includes r arches.
3.2 Update operators of multi-state ASEPs
Now we construct update operators of the multi-state ASEPs. In order to be an
update operator, the following two conditions should be satisfied:
(i) The sum of each column should be zero (the principle of probability preserva-
tion).
(ii) The off-diagonal elements should be negative values, while the diagonal elements
should be positive values (positivity of probability).
3.2.1 Probability conservation
As the simplest example, we first show how the three-dimensional TL generator
of the type-1 e(2;1)i is modified to satisfy the probability conservation. The operator
is given by the 9-by-9 matrix since it acts on a two-fold tensor product of three-
dimensional vector spaces:
e
(2;1)
i =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 q
−2
q+q−1 0 −
1
q+q−1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1q 0 − q
(q+q−1)
2 0 0 0 0
0 − 1
q+q−1 0
q2
q+q−1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −q 0 q2−1+q−2
q+q−1 0 −
1
q 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 q
−2
q+q−1 0 −
1
q+q−1 0
0 0 0 0 − q−1
(q+q−1)
2 0 q 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 − 1
q+q−1 0
q2
q+q−1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

i,i+1
. (24)
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This matrix apparently does not satisfy the probability conservation and, in general,
the same is true for the other TL fused generators. However, we found for any di-
mensional representation the existence of a similarity transformation which makes
the TL generators satisfy the probability preservation.
Proposition 1. The TL generators of the (ℓ+ 1)-dimensional representation satisfy
the principle of probability conservation after a similarity transformation given by
the following matrix:
U (ℓ) =⊗Ni=1Ui =⊗Ni=1

a
(i)
0
a
(i)
1
.
.
.
a
(i)
k
.
.
.
a
(i)
ℓ

i
(25)
whose matrix elements are given by a(i)k = qkℓ(i−1).
Proof. The matrix elements of e(ℓ;k)i is obtained by calculating 〈r − x| ⊗ 〈s +
x| e(ℓ;k)i |r〉 ⊗ |s〉. After transformed by U (ℓ), the matrix elements are transformed
as qℓx〈r− x|⊗ 〈s+ x|e(ℓ;k)i |r〉⊗ |s〉. This implies that the deformation of the TL gen-
erator does not depend on the site number i. Using the explicit forms of the fused
TL generators (106) in Appendix 4, one obtains zero-sum columns after the trans-
formation by U (ℓ) from direct calculation.
The important property is that the matrix U (ℓ) simultaneously transforms any kinds
of the TL generators, as long as they belong to the same dimensional representation,
in order to satisfy the probability conservation. As an illustration, let us give the
explicit forms of the transformed three-dimensional TL generators:
U (2)i,i+1e
(2;1)
i (U
(2)
i,i+1)
−1 =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 q
−2
q+q−1 0 −
q2
q+q−1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1q 0 − q
3
(q+q−1)
2 0 0 0 0
0 − q−2
q+q−1 0
q2
q+q−1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 − 1q 0 q
2−1+q−2
q+q−1 0 −q 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 q
−2
q+q−1 0 −
q2
q+q−1 0
0 0 0 0 − q−3
(q+q−1)
2 0 q 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 − q−2
q+q−1 0
q2
q+q−1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

i,i+1
,
(26)
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U (2)i,i+1e
(2;2)
i (U
(2)
i,i+1)
−1 =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1
q2
0 − q
q+q−1 0 q
4 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −q−3(q+q−1) 0 1 0 −q3(q+q−1) 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1
q4
0 − q−1
q+q−1 0 q
2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

i,i+1
, (27)
both of which satisfy the probability conservation.
3.2.2 Positivity of probability
Besides the principle of probability preservation, the update matrix should sat-
isfy the positivity of probability which is realized by such conditions that the off-
diagonal elements of the update matrix are positive values and the diagonal elements
are negative. For instance, the transformed operator M(2;1)i,i+1 =−U (2)i,i+1e(2;1)i (U (2)i,i+1)−1
in nature satisfies the posivitivity of probability, as is obtained from (26), since we
have q ≥ 0 (11). However, the operator M(2;2)i,i+1 = −U (2)i,i+1e(2;2)i (U (2)i,i+1)−1 (27) has
negative off-diagonal elements at the (3,7) and (7,3)-elements.
Proposition 2. Consider the following linear combination of the fused TL genera-
tors:
M(2)i,i+1 = b
(2)
1 M
(2;1)
i,i+1 + b
(2)
2 M
(2;2)
i,i+1. (28)
The matrix M(2)i,i+1 satisfies the positivity condition as long as β = b(2)2 /b(2)1 satisfies
the following conditions:
− q
2
q+ q−1
< β < 0 (0 < q ≤ 1)
− q
−2
q+ q−1
< β < 0 (1 ≤ q).
(29)
Proof. We prove the above proposition from the direct calculation of the matrix
elements. The update matrix M(2)i,i+1 is given by
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M(2)i,i+1 =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 − 1
q2(q+q−1) 0
q2
q+q−1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 − q+β
q2
0 q
3+βq(q+q−1)
(q+q−1)2 0 −q
4β 0 0
0 1
q2(q+q−1) 0 −
q2
q+q−1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 q
3+βq(q+q−1)
q4
0 − q4−q2+1+βq2(q+q−1)
q2(q+q−1) 0 q(β q3+β q+1) 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 − 1
q2(q+q−1) 0
q2
q+q−1 0
0 0 − β
q4
0 βq
2(q+q−1)+1
q3(q+q−1)2 0 −q(qβ+1) 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
q2(q+q−1) 0 −
q2
q+q−1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

i,i+1
.
(30)
In order to make all off-diagonal elements positive at the same time with making all
diagonal elements negative values, β needs to satisfy the following six conditions:
q(q3 +β + q2β )> 0, −qβ > 0,
1+ qβ + q3β > 0, q(q+β )> 0,
1− q2+ q4 + qβ + q3β > 0, 1+ qβ > 0.
(31)
Taking into account that our q takes only positive values (11), the inequalities (31)
can be solved as
β < 0,
β > max.
{
− q2q+q−1 ,−
q−2
q+q−1 ,−q,−q−1,−
q2−1+q−2
q+q−1
}
.
(32)
From Fig. 2, we finally obtain the condition (29) for β .
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
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-4
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-2
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㼒㻝㻦
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Fig. 2 Behaviors of each function in (31) with respect to the parameter q. Since the green line
crosses with the blue line at q = 1, we have −q2/(q+ q−1) < β < 0 for 0 ≤ q ≤ 1 and q−2/(q+
q−1)< β < 0 for 1 ≤ q.
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For the multi-state ASEP with arbitrary ℓ, we consider the following combination
of the fused TL generators:
M(ℓ)i,i+1 =
ℓ
∑
r=1
b(ℓ)r M(ℓ;r)i,i+1, (33)
where M(ℓ;r)i,i+1 = −U (ℓ)i,i+1e(ℓ;r)i (U (ℓ)i,i+1)−1. In order to find conditions among b(ℓ)r for
M(ℓ)i,i+1 to satisfy the positivity condition, one needs to know all the elements of
the fused Temperley-Lieb generators e(ℓ;r)i . We give the explicit forms of matrix
elements of e(ℓ;r)i in Appendix 4. The expressions (116)-(118) show that the operator
M(ℓ;1)i,i+1 have only positive off-diagonal elements, which ensures the existence of the
multi-state ASEP for arbitrary ℓ. For arbitrary combination of e(ℓ;r)i , we have the
following conjecture:
Conjecture 1. Let us assume the update matrix takes the form given by (33). We nor-
malize the parameters b(ℓ)r as b(ℓ)r =
[
ℓ
r
]
b˜(ℓ)r .
[
x
y
]
is a q-binomial defined by
[
x
y
]
=
[x]!
[x−y]![y]! , where [x]! = [x][x− 1] · · · [1]. Here we introduced a q-integer [x] = q
x−q−x
q−q−1 .
Since the update matrix is symmetric under q↔ q−1, we restrict our attention to the
case 0 ≤ q ≤ 1. Then, the restrictions among the parameters b˜(ℓ)r , . . . , b˜(ℓ)r+x are ob-
tained from the positivity condition of the matrix element 〈0|⊗〈r+x|M(ℓ)i,i+1 |r〉⊗|x〉
(r = 1, . . . , ℓ− x and x = 0, . . . , ℓ− 1), which leads to
(−1)r−1b˜(ℓ)r > 0, (34)
s
∑
k=0
q(s−1)k
[
s
k
]
b˜(ℓ)k+i(−1)i−1 > 0, i = 1, . . . , ℓ− s, (35)
for s = 1, . . . , ℓ− 1.
The explicit forms of e(ℓ;r)i are required also in the construction of matrix product
states, which allow us to deal with open boundaries admitting particle incoming and
outgoing. Recently, T -systems and Y -systems were derived for the fused Temperley-
Lieb algebra [46]. We expect that these algebraic relations make it possible to obtain
relations among the fused generators, as is the BMW algebra for the ℓ= 3 case.
3.3 Special limits of multi-state ASEPs
Now we consider two special limits of multi-state ASEPs; q → 1 and q → 0. The
first one is known as the symmetric simple exclusion process (SSEP) for the two-
state case, which has the same hopping rates to the right and to the left. On the other
hand, the second limit is called the totally asymmetric simple exclusion process
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(TASEP), in which each particle is allowed to move only to the left. The special
care is required to take the q → 0 limit for avoiding singularities.
3.3.1 q → 1 limit
First, we consider the q → 1 limit of the multi-state ASEP. In this limit, the original
ASEP becomes SSEP in which each particle hops to the right and to the left with
the same rate as long as neighboring sites are unoccupied. In the multi-state case,
for instance in the three-state case, we have the following update matrix:
lim
q→1
M(2)i,i+1 =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 − 12 0 12 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −β − 1 0 1+2β4 0 −β 0 0
0 12 0 − 12 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 2β + 1 0 −β − 12 0 2β + 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 − 12 0 12 0
0 0 −β 0 1+2β4 0 −β − 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 12 0 − 12 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

i,i+1
, (36)
from which one easily obtains the symmetric hopping rates as in the two-state ASEP.
In this limit, the similarity transformation matrix (25) becomes an identity matrix.
On the other hand, the positivity condition (29) is still valid; in q→ 1, the condition
(29) becomes − 12 < β < 0. Since we always have 1+2β4 < 2β + 1 for − 12 < β < 0,
the process of this limit forces to reduce the number of boxes occupied by two
particles. However, for − 12 < β < − 13 , we have 2β + 1 < −β , which implies that
two particles in the same box tend to move together.
Now let us discuss the arbitrary (ℓ+ 1)-state case. Taking into account the fact
that q-integers and q-binomials become ordinary integers and binomials in the q→ 1
limit, the matrix elements of fused TL generators (106) are computed as
〈r− x|⊗ 〈s+ x| e(ℓ;k)i |r〉⊗ |s〉= (−1)x
(
ℓ
r
)−1(
ℓ
s
)−1
·
k
∑
j=x
(
ℓ− k
r− k+ j
)(
k
j− x
)(
k
k− j
)(
ℓ− k
s− j
)
,
(37)
where
(
x
y
)
is an ordinary binomial. The positivity conditions are obtained from
Conjecture 1 by taking the q → 1 limit as
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(−1)r−1b˜(ℓ)r > 0, (38)
s
∑
k=0
(
s
k
)
b˜(ℓ)k+i(−1)i−1 > 0, i = 1, . . . , ℓ− s, (39)
for s = 1, . . . , ℓ− 1.
3.3.2 q → 0 limit
Next, we consider the q→ 0 limit of the multi-state ASEP. In order to take this limit,
one needs to take care of singularities. By setting q = x/y and then taking x → 0
after removing singular parts, we obtain the well-defined q → 0 limit of M(ℓ)i,i+1. By
rescaling the parameter β as β = q2q+q−1 β˜ , we obtain the following update matrix:
lim
q→0
q3(q+ q−1)2M(2)i,i+1 =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 β˜ + 1 0 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 −β˜ 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

i,i+1
, (40)
which describes the TASEP-like transition, namely, particles are allowed to move
only to the left. The positivity condition is satisfied if β˜ obeys −1 < β˜ < 0. This
parameter determines the strength of the coupling of two particles in the same box;
for larger |β˜ |, more hoppings of two particles at the same time, while for smaller
|β˜ |, we obtain more hoppings of each particle separately.
The result indicates that the parameter β˜ acts as friction between particles. That
is, small β˜ describes dynamics of particles with small friction, while large β˜ de-
scribes particle dynamics with large friction. Thus, one application of the multi-state
TASEP would be a granular model with controllable friction parameters.
For the well-definedness of the (ℓ+ 1)-state TASEP, we give the following con-
jecture:
Conjecture 2. The following reparametrization of b(ℓ)r in (33) gives a proper TASEP
limit of the multi-state ASEP:
M(ℓ)i,i+1 =
ℓ
∑
r=1
qrℓ
[
ℓ
r
]
b˜(ℓ)r M(ℓ;r)i,i+1. (41)
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This choice of parametrization leads to the multi-state TASEP process with hopping
rates w(i, j|i− x, j+ x) = (−1)xb˜(ℓ)x , where x = 1, . . . , ℓ. The positivity condition for
b˜(ℓ)r is given by 0 < b˜(ℓ)x < 1 for even x and −1 < b˜(ℓ)x < 0 for odd x.
Thus, the parameters b˜(ℓ)r are independently controllable within (0,1) for even
r and (−1,0) for odd r. The independent controllability is a property not only for
q → 0 but also for arbitrary q, as long as b˜(ℓ)r satisfy the conditions (34) and (35).
4 Steady states
In this section, we discuss the steady state of multi-state ASEPs constructed in the
previous section. Due to invariance of the TL algebra with respect to a transfor-
mation q ↔ q−1, we discuss only the case of q ≥ 1. This condition is physically
interpreted as more hopping to the right than to the left.
A steady state and physical quantities of the closed two-state ASEP have been
intensively studied in [50] based on the Uq(sl2) algebraic relations. Starting from the
zero-particle state, which is obviously a steady state of the ASEP, they subsequently
obtained an n-particle state for arbitrary n by applying the S−-operator n times to
the zero-particle state. A series of steady sates of the multi-state ASEP is derived in
a similar way from the zero-particle state, as the update matrix still commutes with
the Uq(sl2) generators. However, multi-state extension requires much more cumber-
some computation than the two-state case even for the norms. In order to resolve
this difficulty, we use the property of the projection operator Y (ℓ)|0〉 = |0〉 and a
map from (ℓ+1)-dimensional representations onto the fundamental representations
of the Uq(sl2) algebra, which allows us to proceed all calculations of the (ℓ+1)-state
ASEP in terms of the two-state system with ℓ times the length.
Proposition 3. Let us consider the (ℓ+1)-state ASEP on N sites. The vacuum (zero-
particle) state is a steady state of the (ℓ+ 1)-state ASEP and mapped onto the vac-
uum of the two-state ASEP with length ℓN:
|ℓ;0〉1,...,N 7→ ⊗ℓN
(
1
0
)
= |0〉1,...,ℓN ,
1,...,N〈ℓ;0| 7→ ⊗ℓN
(
1 0
)
= 1,...ℓN〈0|.
(42)
Proof. It is obvious that the zero-particle state is invariant under time development.
Since we defined the empty state and the occupied state of the two-state ASEP as
in (11), the zero-particle state of the two-state ASEP with length N is given by an
N-fold tensor product of the two-dimensional highest weight vectors:
|0〉1,...,N =⊗N
(
1
0
)
. (43)
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Similarly, the vacuum of the (ℓ+1)-state ASEP is given by an N-fold tensor product
of the (ℓ+1)-dimensional highest weight vectors. Taking into account that the (ℓ+
1)-dimensional highest weight vector is expressed by an ℓ-fold tensor product of the
two-dimensional highest weight vectors with the projection operator, the following
relation holds:
|ℓ;0〉1,...,N 7→ ⊗N
(
Y (ℓ)⊗ℓ
(
1
0
))
. (44)
Since the projection operator Y (ℓ) trivially acts on the highest-weight vector, we
obtain the relation (42).
The dual vector of the zero-particle state is obtained in the same way.
From now on, we abbreviate the subscripts 1, . . . ,N attached to each vector unless
confusion occurs. An n-particle steady state of the two-state ASEP is then subse-
quently created from the vacuum state by applying the operatorU (ℓ)∆ (N)(S±)(U (ℓ))−1 [50].
Since the similarity transformation operator trivially acts on the vacuum (U (ℓ))−1|ℓ;0〉=
|ℓ;0〉, we define the following “untwisted” n-particle state:
|n〉= 1
[n]!
(∆ (N)(S−))n|0〉, 〈n|= 1
[n]!
〈0|(∆ (N)(S+))n. (45)
Here we used the q-factorials [n]! = [n][n− 1] . . . [1] consisting of the q-integers de-
fined by
[n] =
qn− q−n
q− q−1 . (46)
Proposition 4. An n-particle steady state of the (ℓ+ 1)-state ASEP is mapped onto
a tensor product of two-dimensional vectors:
|ℓ;n〉 7→ 1
[n]!
(∆ (ℓN)(S−))n|0〉, 〈ℓ;n| 7→ 1
[n]!
〈0|(∆ (ℓN)(S+))n. (47)
Proof. An untwisted n-particle state of the (ℓ+ 1)-state ASEP is generated by ap-
plying the operator S± to the vacuum:
|ℓ;n〉= 1
[n]!
(∆ (N)(S−,(ℓ)))n|ℓ;0〉, 〈ℓ;n|= 1
[n]!
〈ℓ;0|(∆ (N)(S+,(ℓ)))n. (48)
Here S±,(ℓ) are the Uq(sl2) generator of (ℓ+ 1)-dimensional representations.
Let us remind that Uq(sl2) generators have spatial extension called co-multiplication:
∆ (ℓ)(S±) =
ℓ
∑
j=1
qS
z
1 ⊗·· · · · ·⊗ qSzj−1 ⊗ S±j ⊗ q−S
z
j+1 ⊗·· ·⊗ q−Szℓ. (49)
From the definition, ∆ (ℓ)(S±) q-symmetrically acts on the ℓ-fold tensor product
spaces. On the other hand, an (ℓ+ 1)-dimensional vector space associated with
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the Uq(sl2) algebra is mapped onto a q-symmetric ℓ-fold tensor product of two-
dimensional vector spaces. Therefore, the operators S±,(ℓ) admit the following map:
S±,(ℓ) 7→ ∆ (ℓ)(S±). (50)
Subsequently, coproduct of Uq(sl2) generators are invariant under the q-symmetrizer,
i.e. the projection operator:
Y (ℓ)∆ (ℓ)(S±)Y (ℓ) = ∆ (ℓ)(S±). (51)
Combining (48) and (50), we obtain
|ℓ;n〉 7→ 1
[n]!
(
(∆ (N) ◦ · · · ◦∆ (N)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ℓ
)∆ (ℓ)(S−)
)n
|0〉
=
1
[n]!
(∆ (ℓN)(S−))n|0〉,
(52)
which reads (47). Here we have chosen the normalization constant as 1/[n]!.
4.1 Norms of the steady states
In derivation of steady states, we showed that an n-particle state of the (ℓ+ 1)-state
ASEP is expressed in terms of two-dimensional Uq(sl2) basis. Although it is often
difficult to proceed analytical computation on higher-dimensional representations,
now we can use various formulae having already achieved for the two-state case.
For instance, the norm of an n-particle steady state of the two-state ASEP was
computed in [50]:
〈n|UU−1|n〉= 〈n|n〉=
[
N
n
]
=
[N]!
[N− n]![n]! . (53)
Using relations (47), we straightforwardly obtain the multi-state extension of the
norm.
Proposition 5. The norm of an n-particle steady state of the (ℓ+ 1)-state ASEP is
given by
〈ℓ;n|U (ℓ)(U (ℓ))−1|n;ℓ〉= 〈ℓ;n|ℓ;n〉
=
1
[n]![n]!
〈0|(∆ (ℓN)(S+))n(∆ (ℓN)(S−))n|0〉
=
[
ℓN
n
]
.
(54)
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Proof. The first equation is proved from Proposition 4. The second equation is de-
rived from the commutation relations among Uq(sl2) generators:
[∆(S+), ∆(S−)] = ∆(q
2Sz)−∆(q−2Sz)
q− q−1 . (55)
Detail proof is given in Appendix 5.
Here we define the normalized vector by
|ℓ;n〉norm ≡
[
ℓN
n
]−1
|ℓ;n〉. (56)
in order to have a normalization condition: 〈ℓ;n|ℓ;n〉norm = 1.
4.2 Particle-density profiles
In this subsection, we derive particle-density profiles of an n-particle steady state
of the multi-state ASEP. Particle-density profiles of the two-state ASEP have been
closely studied and known to show transitions under general boundary condi-
tions [43, 20, 21, 55]. We show, although our boundary conditions are closed ones
on which the number of particles is conserved, how particle-density profiles depend
on the number of states of the process.
Since we have expressed an arbitrary steady state of the (ℓ+ 1)-state ASEP
by that of the two-state ASEP, correlation functions of the multi-state ASEP are
also computed on the fundamental representations if physical quantities can be also
mapped to the two-dimensional representations.
Therefore, the first aim of this subsection is to write an (ℓ+1)-by-(ℓ+1) matrix
by a tensor product of two-by-two matrices. By means of the method used in [18],
the following proposition holds for an (ℓ+ 1)-by-(ℓ+ 1) single-entry matrix with
the (r,s)-entry 1.
Proposition 6. An (ℓ+ 1)-by-(ℓ+ 1) single-entry matrix with 1 at the (r,s)-entry
is written by a vector basis and its dual |ℓ;r− 1〉⊗ 〈ℓ;s− 1|. Using Proposition 4,
vector basis are decomposed into an ℓ-fold tensor product of the two-dimensional
vector basis, and thus a single-entry matrix of an (ℓ+1)-dimensional representation
is expressed by an ℓ-fold tensor product of the fundamental representations.
Using this proposition, we compute particle-density profiles of the multi-state ASEP.
For simplicity, we first discuss the three-state case and then show a general case later.
4.2.1 Density profiles on the three-state ASEP
Under the presence of n particles, particle density at the xth site is given by the
following quantity:
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ρ (2)n (x) = 〈2;n|U (2)diag.(0,1,2)x(U (2))−1|2;n〉norm
= 〈2;n|diag.(0,1,2)x|2;n〉norm,
(57)
where diag.(0,1,2)x is a three-by-three diagonal matrix which acts nontrivially on
the xth space of an N-fold tensor product of three-dimensional vector spaces.
Using Proposition 6, the matrix diag.(0,1,2), which counts the number of parti-
cles at the xth site in a steady state, is written by
diag.(0,1,2) = 1 · |2;1〉norm⊗〈2;1|+ 2 · |2;2〉norm⊗〈2;2|. (58)
Using the relations (47), the right-hand side of (58) is expressed in terms of the
two-dimensional Uq(sl2) vector basis. For instance, |2;2〉norm ⊗〈2;2| is expressed
as
|2;2〉x;norm⊗ x〈2;2| 7→ |1〉2x−1;norm|1〉2x;norm⊗ 2x−1〈1|2x〈1|
= diag.(0,1)2x−1⊗ diag.(0,1)2x
= n2x−1n2x.
(59)
Hence we have
ρ (2)n (x) =〈n| 1
[2]
(
q(1− n2x−1)n2x + S+2x−1S−2x + S−2x−1S+2x + q−1n2x−1(1− n2x)
)
|n〉norm
+ 2 · 〈n|n2x−1n2x|n〉norm.
(60)
The first line of (60) is written only by the particle-counting operators using the
relations (126):
q
[2]
· 〈n|n2x|n〉norm + q
−1
[2]
· 〈n|n2x−1|n〉norm−〈n|n2x−1n2x|n〉norm
+
2
[2]
[n]q−N+2·(2x−1)
[N− n+ 1] · 〈n− 1|(1− n2x−1)(1− n2x)|n− 1〉norm.
(61)
The second line of (60) is decomposed into a summation of one-point functions
using the formula (128). Then, we obtain that particle-density profiles of the three-
state ASEP are expressed in terms of one-point functions:
ρ (2)n (x) = 〈n|n2x−1|n〉norm + 〈n|n2x|n〉norm, (62)
whose explicit expression is evaluated from the formula (125):
ρ (2)n (x) =
[
2N
n
]−1 n−1
∑
k=0
(−1)n−k+1
[
2N
k
]
q−(n−k)(2N−4x+2)
(
qn−k + q−(n−k)
)
. (63)
The resulting relation (62) is understood as follows; We have constructed three-
dimensional basis of the Uq(sl2) algebra by q-symmetrizing a two-fold tensor prod-
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uct of two-dimensional Uq(sl2) vector spaces. It is equivalent to work on the double
length of the two-state ASEP but with q-symmetrizing (2x−1)th and 2xth sites, in-
stead of working on three-state ASEP. As a result, particle density at the xth site of
the three-state model is given by a summation of particle densities at the (2x− 1)th
site and the 2xth site of the two-state ASEP.
4.2.2 Density profiles on the (ℓ+ 1)-state ASEP
As the analogue of the three-state ASEP, particle-density profiles of the (ℓ+ 1)-
state ASEP is also expressed by a summation of one-point functions of the two-
dimensional representations. Now we prove the following proposition:
Proposition 7. Particle-density profiles of the (ℓ+ 1)-state ASEP are evaluated
through the following expression:
ρ (ℓ)n (x) =
ℓ
∑
j=1
〈n|(U (ℓ))−1nℓ(x−1)+ jU (ℓ)|n〉norm =
ℓ
∑
j=1
〈n|nℓ(x−1)+ j|n〉norm. (64)
In the proof of this proposition, we need the following proposition besides Proposi-
tion 10:
Proposition 8. An expectation value of a pair of the spin operators S± on the n-
particle steady state is written by particle-counting operators in two different ways:
〈n|S±x1S∓x2 |n〉norm = qx2−x1 · 〈n|nx1(1− nx2)|n〉norm (65)
= q−(x2−x1) · 〈n|(1− nx1)nx2 |n〉norm. (66)
Proof. Since the spin operators act on an n-particle steady state as (126), the fol-
lowing relation holds between an expectation value of the spin operators and that of
the particle-counting operators:
〈n|S±x1S∓x2 |n〉norm =
[
N
n
]−1
· 〈n|S±x1S∓x2 |n〉
=
[
N
n
]−1
q(−N−1+x1+x2) · 〈n− 1|(1− nx1)(1− nx2)|n〉
=
[n]
[N− n+ 1]q
−N−1+x1+x2 · 〈n− 1|(1− nx1)(1− nx2)|n〉norm.
(67)
Applying the recursion relation (127) to the operator (1−nx1), one obtains the rela-
tions (65), while by applying (127) to (1− nx2), the relation (66) is obtained.
Let us remind that Proposition 6 allows us to map the ( j, j)-element of a (ℓ+1)-
by-(ℓ+ 1) matrix onto an ℓ-fold tensor product of two-by-two matrices, which is
written by a tensor product of two-dimensional vector spaces:
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|ℓ; j〉norm⊗〈ℓ; j|= | j〉1,...,ℓ;norm⊗ 1,...,ℓ〈 j|. (68)
Then we obtain the following lemmas.
Lemma 1. Probability to obtain j particles at the xth site in an n-particle steady
state is calculated as
〈n|
(
|ℓ; j〉x;norm ⊗ x〈ℓ; j|
)
|n〉norm
= ∑
{x1,...,x j}∈Sℓ\S j
〈n|
ℓ
∏
k=1
k 6=x1,...,x j
(1− nℓ(x−1)+k)
j
∏
i=1
nℓ(x−1)+xi |n〉norm.
(69)
Lemma 2. Particle density at the xth site of the (ℓ+ 1)-state ASEP is expressed by
the fundamental representation as follows:
ρ (ℓ)n (x) =
ℓ
∑
j=0
j · 〈n|ℓ; j〉x;norm⊗ x〈ℓ; j|n〉
=
ℓ
∑
j=0
∑
{x1,...,x j}∈Sℓ\S j
〈n|
ℓ
∏
k=1
k 6=x1,...,x j
(1− nℓ(x−1)+k)
j
∏
i=1
nℓ(x−1)+xi |n〉norm
=
ℓ
∑
p=1
p−1∑
r=0
(−1)r(p− r)
(
p
p− r
)
∑
{x1,...,xp}∈Sℓ\Sp
ℓN〈n|
p
∏
j=1
nℓ(x−1)+x j |n〉ℓN;norm
 .
(70)
Using the following relation:
p−1
∑
r=0
(−1)r(p− r)
(
p
p− r
)
= 0 p ∈ Z≥2, (71)
we obtain (64). From the formula for a one-point function (125) in Appendix 6,
we finally obtain an expression for the particle-density profile of the (ℓ+ 1)-state
ASEP:
ρ (ℓ)n (x) =
ℓ
∑
j=1
[
ℓN
n
]−1 n−1
∑
k=0
(−1)n−k+1
[
ℓN
k
]
q−(n−k)(ℓN+1−2(ℓ(x−1)+ j)). (72)
The Fig. 3 shows the particle-density profiles of steady states of the two, three,
and four-state ASEPs. The profiles show the step-function like behaviors with decay
lengths inversely proportional to the number of states of the processes. The step-
function like behaviors are phenomenologically understood as a result that we chose
a bigger hopping rate to the right than to the left. Detailed analysis of decay lengths
is given later with asymptotic analysis.
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Fig. 3 Particle-density profiles of the (A) two-state ASEP, (B) three-state ASEP, and (C) four-state
ASEPs. The plots are given for a system with size N = 100 under the presence of n = 60 particles
with q = 2. The profiles show the step-function like behaviors. If one chooses q−1 = 2, one obtains
plots reflected at x = 50.
4.3 Currents
In this subsection, we calculate particle currents on the multi-state ASEPs. At the
xth site of the two-state ASEP, current is defined through the following quantity:
J(x) := JR(x)− JL(x),
JR(x) := q〈n|U−1nx(1− nx+1)U |n〉norm = q〈n|nx(1− nx+1)|n〉norm,
JL(x) := q−1〈n|U−1(1− nx)nx+1U |n〉norm = q−1〈n|(1− nx)nx+1|n〉norm.
(73)
By definition, JR(x) gives an expectation value for the xth site being occupied at the
same time with the (x+1)th site being empty, while JL(x) gives an expectation value
for the (x+1)th site being occupied at the same time with the xth site being empty up
to overall factors (Fig. 4). However, in the multi-state case, there are several possible
ways for a particle to move to the right or left; For instance, in the three-state ASEP,
there are five types of different hoppings which contribute to right-moving currents
and another five to left-moving currents (Fig. 4). Since our Markov matrix of the
three-state ASEP is given by (30), we define currents on the n-particle steady state
of the three-state ASEP by
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hopping types current direction hopping rates
1 to the right w(10|01)
1 to the left w(01|10)
2-state ASEP
1 to the right
2 to the right
w(20|11)
w(20|02)
1 to the left
2 to the left
w(02|11)
w(02|20)
1 to the right
1 to the left
w(11|02)
w(11|20)
1 to the right w(21|12)
1 to the left w(12|21)
3-state ASEP
Fig. 4 Allowed configurations of particles and hopping types. Five different types of right-hopping
exist, while another five types for left-hopping in the three-state model. The number of particles
which move together is also denoted. Explicit forms of hopping rates w(ab|a′b′) are given in (75).
J(2)R (x) = w(10|01)〈2;n|
(0
1
0
)
x
(1
0
0
)
x+1
|2;n〉norm +w(20|11)〈2;n|
(0
0
1
)
x
( 1
0
0
)
x+1
|2;n〉norm
+w(11|02)〈2;n|
(0
1
0
)
x
( 0
1
0
)
x+1
|2;n〉norm +w(21|12)〈2;n|
(0
0
1
)
x
( 0
1
0
)
x+1
|2;n〉norm
+ 2w(20|02)〈2;n|
(0
0
1
)
x
( 1
0
0
)
x+1
|2;n〉norm,
J(2)L (x) = w(01|10)〈2;n|
(1
0
0
)
x
(0
1
0
)
x+1
|2;n〉norm +w(02|11)〈2;n|
(1
0
0
)
x
( 0
0
1
)
x+1
|2;n〉norm
+w(11|20)〈2;n|
(0
1
0
)
x
( 0
1
0
)
x+1
|2;n〉norm +w(12|21)〈2;n|
(0
1
0
)
x
( 0
0
1
)
x+1
|2;n〉norm
+ 2w(02|20)〈2;n|
(1
0
0
)
x
( 0
0
1
)
x+1
|2;n〉norm.
(74)
Here β is chosen to satisfy the conditions given by (29). The coefficients w(ab|a′b′)
are transition rates obtained in the update matrix (30):
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w(10|01) = q2q+q−1 , w(20|11) = q+β q3(q+ q−1),
w(11|02) = q3+β q(q+q−1)
(q+q−1)2 , w(21|12) =
q2
q+q−1 ,
w(20|02) =−β q4, w(01|10) = 1q2(q+q−1) ,
w(02|11) = q−1 +β q−3(q+ q−1), w(11|20) = 1+β q2(q+q−1)q3(q+q−1)2 ,
w(12|21) = 1q2(q+q−1) , w(02|20) =−β q−4.
(75)
Computation is cumbersome but straightforward. Using formulae (128), (65), and
(66) and a map onto the fundamental representations, one obtains that currents of the
three-state ASEP (74) are expressed by particle-counting operators (Appendix 7).
Substituting (134) into (74), one obtains
J(x) = JR(x)− JL(x) = 0. (76)
Instead of giving explicit forms, we show the plots of right-moving currents and
left-moving currents (Fig. 5). One obtains non-zero right-moving currents, which
are compensated by non-zero left-moving ones, at the surface of the high-density
domain, as can be easily expected from particle-density profiles (Fig. 3); In the
high-density domain, particles are “frozen” since each site does not admit more
than ℓ particles.
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Fig. 5 Right-moving and left-moving currents in a steady state of the three-state ASEP are plotted
for a system with size N = 100 with n = 60 particles. Here we chose a free parameter β as β = 1/4
and q as q = 2. Comparing this plot with Fig. 3, one obtains that each current exists only at the
surface of the high-density domain with the same amplitudes.
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5 Large-volume limit
Representative behaviors of particle densities and currents obtained in Fig. 3 and
5 are understood from asymptotic analysis of the exact expressions of density pro-
files and currents. In this section, we analyze these physical quantities in the large-
volume limit under the existence of a large enough number of particles.
5.1 Asymptotics of density profiles
Since there are no particles coming in and going out, we expect as typical behaviors
of particle-density profiles that a larger hopping rate to the right than to the left
q > 1 brings a high-density domain for x > xH . At the same time, it is expected that
a zero-density domain exists for x < xL. As we obtain below, the threshold values
xH,L are determined from a decay length.
Proposition 9. Particle-density profiles of the n-particle steady state asymptotically
behave as
ρ (ℓ)n (N− n−1ℓ − r) = q−2ℓr +O(q−2ℓr)∼ exp[−r/ξ ] (77)
ρ (ℓ)n (N− n+1ℓ + 1+ r) = ℓ− q−2ℓr+O(q−2ℓr)∼ ℓ− exp[−r/ξ ], (78)
for large enough N and n with a decay length given by
ξ = 1
2ℓ lnq
. (79)
Proof. Remind that the particle-density profile in the n-particle steady state of the
(ℓ+ 1)-state ASEP is expressed by the formula (72). Since q-binomials asymptoti-
cally behave as[
ℓN
n
]−1[
ℓN
k
]
∼ q− 12 (ℓN−n)(ℓN−n+1)q− 12 n(n+1)q 12 (ℓN−k)(ℓN−k+1)q 12 k(k+1)
∼ q(n−k)(n+k−ℓN),
(80)
density profiles show asymptotic behaviors for q > 1 as
ρ (ℓ)n (x)∼
ℓ
∑
j=1
n−1
∑
k=0
(−1)n−k+1q−(n−k)(ℓN+1−2(ℓ(x−1)+ j)−n−k+ℓN)
=
ℓ
∑
j=1
n−1
∑
k=0
(−1)n−k+1q f (k),
(81)
where
f (k) =−(n− k)(ℓN+ 1− 2(ℓ(x− 1)+ j)−n− k+ ℓN). (82)
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Thus, asymptotic behavior of particle density is governed by the maximum value
of f (k). The function f (k) is a quadratic function whose zeros are located at k∗1 = n
and k∗2 = 2ℓN−2(ℓ(x−1)+ j)−n+1 (Fig. 6). Then the following two cases are to
(i)
compensated
(ii)
Fig. 6 Behaviors of a function f (k) in the case (i) and (ii). While taking the values depicted by
filled circles, k is not allowed to take values at dotted circles. The red circles and the blue ones are
compensated each other accompanied by opposite signs as is obtained in particle density.
be considered:
(i) k∗1 < k∗2 iff x < N− j+nℓ + 12ℓ + 1
(ii) k∗1 > k∗2 iff x > N− j+nℓ + 12ℓ + 1
Taking into account that the transition from the zero-particle domain to the high-
density domain is assumed to occur around x ∼ ⌊N− nℓ ⌋, the exponent of the rising
edge is analyzed from the case (i), while the falling edge from (ii).
In the case (i), the maximum value of f (k) is given by k = k∗1 − 1, since the
summation is taken over k ∈ {0, . . . ,n− 1 = k∗1 − 1}. The maximum exponent is
then derived as
f (k∗1 − 1) =−(k∗2 − k∗1 + 1), (83)
which takes an negative value since k∗1 < k∗2 in the case (i). Thus, we have the rising
exponent as
ρ (ℓ)n (x)∼
ℓ
∑
j=1
q−(k
∗
2−k∗1+1)
∼ q−(2ℓN−2ℓx−2n+2).
(84)
On the other hand, in the case (ii), the maximum value of f (k) is given by k =
⌊ k∗1+k∗22 ⌋ and k = ⌈
k∗1+k
∗
2
2 ⌉. Nevertheless, q f (⌊
k∗1+k∗2
2 ⌋) and q f (⌈
k∗1+k∗2
2 ⌉) appear in (81)
accompanied by different signs, and thus these two terms compensate each other.
The same happens for k ∈ {k∗2 + 1, . . . ,k∗1 − 1} due to
f (k∗2 + k′) = f (k∗1 − k′), k′ ∈ {1, . . . ,⌊ k
∗
1+k
∗
2
2 ⌋}. (85)
Thus, the maximum exponent is given by k = k∗2, i.e. f (k∗2) = 0. The second leading
term is then given by k = k∗2 −
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ρ (ℓ)n (x)∼
ℓ
∑
j=1
[
1− q−(n−k∗2+1)
]
∼ ℓ− q−(−2ℓN+2ℓ(x−1)+2n+2).
(86)
From (84) and (86), asymptotic behaviors are obtained for particle-density profiles,
respectively as in (77) and (78).
Asymptotic behaviors (77) and (78) imply that particle density exponentially de-
cays for x < xL with xL = N− n+1ℓ + 1, while one obtains the high-density domain
for x > xH , i.e. xH = N− n−1ℓ . Thus we conclude that the transition domain antipro-
portionally shrinks with respect to the number of states. At the same time, the decay
length (79) also indicates that the multi-state system shows faster decay in density
profiles than the two-state ASEP.
6 Conclusions
In this paper, we have constructed the multi-state asymmetric simple exclusion pro-
cesses based on the fusion procedure of the Temperley-Lieb algebra, satisfied by the
Markov matrices. Motivated by higher-spin extension of integrable quantum spin
chains, we have discussed a new family of integrable stochastic processes. As is in
the case of the two-state ASEP, the multi-state processes proposed in this paper have
corresponding quantum spin chains, some of whose wave functions are exactly dis-
cussed by the Bethe ansatz method. This fact implies that the multi-state ASEP also
admits exact calculation of physical quantities through the Bethe ansatz method.
Existence of the similarity transformation which makes the Markov matrix to sat-
isfy probability conservation is significant, since otherwise the higher-dimensional
Temperley-Lieb generators do not describe stochastic processes. It is also important
fact that there exists a linear combination of the fused generators which satisfies the
positivity condition. Although we only gave conjectures as the conditions satisfied
by the coefficient parameters for an arbitrary (ℓ+ 1)-state case, the existence of the
(ℓ+ 1)-state ASEP is ensured since at least one generator M(ℓ;1)i,i+1 has only positive
off-diagonal elements. In the totally asymmetric limit, we gave physical interpre-
tation to the coefficient parameters as friction among particles. Each coefficient is
independently controllable as long as it satisfies the positivity condition. Especially
in the TASEP limit, each coefficient controls each type of hoppings, i.e. the parame-
ter b(ℓ)r controls the hopping rate of r particles together. The controllability of these
parameters and the solvability of the model allows us to used the multi-state ASEP
in the discussion of various one-dimensional stochastic processes. We hope that the
multi-state ASEP shed the light on the exact analysis of fields, such as granular
matter, which have been far from analytical treatment.
Exact analysis of the multi-state ASEP is possible due to beautiful algebraic
structure of the Temperley-Lieb algebra, which still holds for the extended model.
Based on this algebraic structure, we computed particle-density profiles and particle
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currents on a steady state. Then a characteristic feature of the multi-state process has
been obtained in the decay length which strongly depends on the number of states
of the system. The decay length was defined from the rising and falling exponent of
particle-density profiles obtained from asymptotic analysis.
Although we focused on the closed model on which the Temperley-Lieb alge-
braic structure holds for the whole system, it is more interesting to consider gen-
eral boundary conditions. The open system would be solved via the matrix product
ansatz, although we did not find the matrix product steady state [1]. Usually, ma-
trix product states are constructed based on transition rules of the model and thus
requires the knowledge of explicit forms of an update matrix. Although we gave
explicit forms of the update matrices for arbitrary ℓ, the expressions are too cumber-
some and the relations among the fused Temperley-Lieb generators are still unclear.
Recently, the T -systems and the Y -systems of the fused generators were found [46],
which might help to understand algebraic structure of the fused Temperley-Lieb
generators. After these problems are resolved, we hope that more detailed analysis
including general boundary cases would become possible.
Another interesting open problem is how the multi-state TASEPs relate with
combinatorial problems. It has been shown that current fluctuations of TASEP with
the step initial condition, which are also considered as fluctuations of the surface
growth model, obey the Tracy–Widom (TW) distribution [52, 28, 23, 53, 19, 38, 13,
58, 54, 12]. This TW distribution appears in various context of probability theory
such as distribution of the longest increasing subsequences [4, 8, 9, 31, 15, 34, 35,
14, 36, 37]. Dynamics of the two-state TASEP has been analyzed by using com-
binatorics, symmetric polynomials, and the random matrix theory, after mapped to
the growth of Young diagrams [39]. We hope that the similar correspondence be-
tween multi-state TASEPs and combinatorial objects will be unveiled soon. All the
above future works are possible only when the process is integrable. Therefore, we
regard out work as an initial but important step toward investigating a large class of
non-equilibrium systems and their mathematical aspects.
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Appendix 1: The Uq(sl2) algebra
The Uq(sl2) algebra is generated by S± and qS
z
which satisfy the following commu-
tation relations:
qS
z S±q−Sz = q±S±, [S+, S−] = q
2Sz − q−2Sz
q− q−1 . (87)
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As the Hopf algebra, the following comultiplication holds for the Uq(sl2) generators
X ∈ {S±,qSz}:
(1⊗∆)◦∆(X) = (∆ ⊗ 1)◦∆(X). (88)
By choosing ∆(S±) = S±⊗ q−Sz + qSz ⊗ S± and defining ∆ (N) by
∆ (N) = (1 ◦ · · · ◦ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−2
◦∆) · · · (1 ◦∆)∆ ,
= · · ·
= (∆ ◦ 1 ◦ · · · ◦ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−2
) · · · (∆ ◦ 1)∆ ,
(89)
we have the spacially extended generators:
∆ (N)(S±) =
N
∑
j=1
qS
z
1 ⊗·· ·⊗ qSzj−1 ⊗ S±j ⊗ q−S
z
j+1 ⊗·· ·⊗ q−SzN , (90)
∆ (N)(qSz) = qS
z
1 ⊗·· ·⊗ qSzN . (91)
Appendix 2: Graphical representations of the TL algebra
The basis of the TL algebra is known to be described by the link patterns. The
link pattern is made by connecting two distinct sites with non-crossing arches. Each
of sites is identified with a space of the Temperley-Lieb algebra. Link patterns with
different shapes are orthogonal to each other, which form the basis of the TL algebra.
On this basis, the identity operator just map the original spaces to themselves which
is graphically represented as in the left figure of Fig. 8. On the other hand, the TL
generator mixes two spaces and then its graphical representation is given by the
right one of Fig. 8. Then the TL algebraic relations (10) are graphically given by
Fig. 7.
===
-1
(q + q  )
i i+1
i i+1
i i+1 i+2
i i+1 i+2
i i+1 i+2
i i+1 i+2
i i+1
i i+1 j j+1
j j+1
i i+1 j j+1
i i+1 j j+1
i i+1
i i+1
Fig. 7 Graphical representations of the algebraic relations (10). If a circle shows up, a weight
(q+q−1) is added.
As an illustration, we show the action of e2 on the basis of link patterns in the
case of N = 6 (Fig. 9).
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i ii+1 i+1
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Fig. 8 Graphical representations of the identity operator and the TL generator.
1     2      3     4      5     6
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
(q + q  )
-1
(q + q  )
-1
e2
e2
e2
e2
e2
Fig. 9 The action of e2 on the basis of link patterns with N = 6. Each shape can be topologically
deformed. A weight (q+q−1) is added coming from the first relation of (10).
Taking into consideration of the definitions (19) and (20), it is now naturally
obtained that the generators e(2;1)i and e
(2;2)
i are graphically represented as in Fig. 10.
The projection operator Y (2) is denoted by a red circle.
e i
(2;1)
e i
(2;2)
i ii+1 i+1
Fig. 10 The graphical representations of the three-dimensional fused TL generators e(2;1)i and
e
(2;2)
i . The projection operator Y (2) is denoted by a red circle.
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Appendix 3: SO(3) Birman-Murakami-Wenzl algebra
Here we give algebraic relations between e(2;1)i and e
(2;2)
i :
(e
(2;2)
i )
2 = (q2 + 1+ q−2)e(2;2)i , (92)
(e
(2;1)
i )
2 =
q2 + q−2
q+ q−1
e
(2;1)
i +
1
q2 + q−2
e
(2;2)
i , (93)
e
(2;1)
i e
(2;2)
i =
q2 + 1+ q−2
q+ q−1
e
(2;2)
i , (94)
and
e
(2;2)
i e
(2;2)
i+1 e
(2;2)
i = e
(2;2)
i , (95)
e
(2;1)
i e
(2;2)
i+1 e
(2;1)
i = e
(2;1)
i+1 e
(2;2)
i e
(2;1)
i+1 , (96)
e
(2;2)
i e
(2;1)
i+1 e
(2;2)
i =
q2+1+q−2
q+q−1 e
(2;2)
i , (97)
e
(2;1)
i e
(2;2)
i+1 e
(2;2)
i = e
(2;1)e(2;2)i
i+1 , (98)
e
(2;1)
i e
(2;1)
i+1 e
(2;2)
i =
q2+q−2
q+q−1 e
(2;1)
i+1 e
(2;2)
i +
1
(q+q−1)2 e
(2;2)
i , (99)
e
(2;1)
i e
(2;1)
i+1 e
(2;1)
i − e(2;1)i+1 e(2;1)i e(2;1)i+1 = 1(q+q−1)2 e
(2;1)
i+1 e
(2;2)
i +
1
(q+q−1)2 e
(2;2)
i e
(2;1)
i+1
+ 1
(q+q−1)2 e
(2;1)
i − 1(q+q−1)3 e
(2;2)
i − 1(q+q−2)2 e
(2;1)
i e
(2;2)
i+1
− 1
(q+q−1)2 e
(2;2)
i+1 e
(2;1)
i − 1(q+q−1)3 e
(2;2)
i+1 +
1
(q+q−1)2 e
(2;1)
i+1 .
(100)
These are known as the SO(3) BMW algebra. This kind of algebraic relations have
not been found yet for the fused TL generators with ℓ≥ 3.
Appendix 4: Matrix elements of the e(ℓ;r)i generator
In this appendix, we compute explicit matrix elements of the e(ℓ;r)i generator. First
of all, we give e(ℓ;r)i in terms of two-dimensional representations. Let us introduce
the following vector notations:
|m1, . . . ,mr〉〉= |0
1
. . . 1
m1
. . .
...
1
mr
. . . 0
2r
〉, (101)
with the definitions (1) and (8). Then, e(ℓ;r)i is expressed as
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e
(ℓ;r)
i =1⊗·· ·⊗ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
ℓ−r
⊗ ∑
1≤m1<···<mr≤2r
1≤n1<···<nr≤2r
q∑
r
k=1 Θ (ℓ−mk)− 12 q∑
r
k=1 Θ (ℓ−nk)− 12 (−1)card(m j 6=nk)
·
r
∏
k=1
(1− δmr−k+1,2r−mk+1) |m1 . . .mr〉〉〈〈n1 . . .nr|⊗ 1⊗·· ·⊗ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
ℓ−r
,
(102)
where
δab =
{
1 a = b
0 a 6= b. (103)
The (ℓ+ 1)-dimensional representation of this generator is obtained by using the
two-dimensional vector basis of the Uq(sl2) algebra. Since the s-particle state is
expressed in terms of the notation (101) by
|s〉norm =
[
ℓ
s
]−1
q−
s
2 (ℓ+1) ∑
1≤n1<···<ns≤ℓ
q∑
s
k=1 nk |n1 . . .ns〉〉, (104)
〈s|= q− s2 (ℓ+1) ∑
1≤n1<···<ns≤ℓ
q∑
s
k=1 nk〈〈n1 . . .ns|, (105)
we have
〈rL|⊗ 〈sL| e(ℓ;r)i |rR〉⊗ |sR〉
=
[
ℓ
rR
]−1 [
ℓ
sR
]−1
q−
1
2 (rL+sL+rR+sR)(ℓ+1) ∑
1≤m1<···<mrL≤ℓ
1≤n1<···<nsL≤ℓ
1≤m′1<···<m′rR≤ℓ
1≤n′1<···<n′sR≤ℓ
q∑
rL
k=1 mk q∑
sL
j=1 n j q∑
rR
k′=1 m
′
k′ q∑
sR
j′=1 n
′
j′
· 〈〈m1 . . .mrL |⊗ 〈〈n1 . . .nsL | e(ℓ;r)i |m′1 . . .m′rR〉〉⊗ |n′1 . . .n′sR〉〉.
(106)
Here we abbreviated the subscription “norm”. If one sets m j and n j in (102) by
α = {m1 + ℓ− r, . . . ,mr + ℓ− r}= {a1, . . . ,ar}, (107)
β = {n1 + ℓ− r, . . . ,nr + ℓ− r}= {b1, . . . ,br}, (108)
(106) has a non-zero value only when α ∈ {m1, . . . ,mrL ,n1 + ℓ, . . . ,nsL + ℓ} andβ ∈ {m′1, . . . ,m′rR ,n′1 + ℓ, . . . ,n′sR + ℓ}. We also introduce the following notations:
¯α = {m1, . . . ,mrL ,n1 + ℓ, . . . ,nsL + ℓ} \ α = {a¯1, . . . , a¯rL+sL−r}, (109)
¯β = {m′1, . . . ,m′rR ,n′1 + ℓ, . . . ,n′sR + ℓ} \ β = {¯b1, . . . , ¯brR+sR−r}. (110)
Taking into account the following relations:
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rL∑
k=1
mk =
rL−card(ak≤ℓ)∑
k=1
a¯k +
card(ak≤ℓ)∑
k=1
ak, (111)
sL∑
j=1
n j =
r
∑
j=card(ak≤ℓ)+1
(a j − ℓ)+
rL+sL−r∑
j=card(ak>ℓ)+1
(a¯ j − ℓ), (112)
rR∑
k′=1
m′k′ =
rR−card(b j≤ℓ)
∑
k=1
¯bk +
card(b j≤ℓ)+1
∑
k=1
bk, (113)
sR∑
j′=1
n′j′ =
r
∑
j=card(b j>ℓ)+1
(b j − ℓ)+
rR+sR−r∑
j=card(b j>ℓ)+1
(¯b j − ℓ), (114)
we have
〈rL|⊗ 〈sL| e(ℓ;r)i |rR〉⊗ |sR〉
=
[
ℓ
rR
]−1 [
ℓ
sR
]−1
δrL+sL,rR+sRq−
1
2 (rL+sL+rR+sR)(ℓ+1) ∑
1≤m1<···<mr≤2r
1≤n1<···<nr≤2r
q∑
r
k=1 Θ (ℓ−mk)− 12 q∑
r
k=1 Θ (ℓ−nk)− 12
· ∑
ℓ−r+1≤a1<···<ar≤ℓ+r
ℓ−r+1≤b1<···<br≤ℓ+r
(−1)card(m j 6=nk)
r
∏
k=1
(1− δar−k+1−ℓ+r,ℓ+r−ak+1)(1− δbr−k+1−ℓ+r,ℓ+r−bk+1)
· ∑
1≤a¯1<···<a¯rL−card(ak≤ℓ)≤ℓ−r
ℓ+r+1≤a¯rL−card(ak≤ℓ)+1<···<a¯rL+sL−r≤2ℓ
q−∑
rL+sL−r
k=1 a¯k ∑
1≤¯b1<···<¯brR−card(bk≤ℓ)≤ℓ−r
ℓ+r+1≤¯b
rR−card(bk≤ℓ)+1<···<¯brL+sL−r≤2ℓ
q−∑
rR+sR−r
k=1
¯bk
·
rL+sL−r∏
k=1
δa¯k ¯bk ·q−ℓ·card(ak>ℓ)q−ℓ·card(a¯k>ℓ)q−ℓ·card(bk>ℓ)q−ℓ·card(
¯bk>ℓ).
(115)
Especially, non-zero elements of e(ℓ;1)i are obtained from explicit calculation as
〈r|⊗ 〈s| e(ℓ;1)i |r〉⊗ |s〉= q−r+s+ℓ+1
[r][ℓ− s]
[ℓ]2
+ q−r+s−ℓ−1
[ℓ− r][s]
[ℓ]2
, (116)
〈r+ 1|⊗ 〈s− 1| e(ℓ;1)i |r〉⊗ |s〉=−q−r+s−1
[ℓ− r][s]
[ℓ]2
, (117)
〈r− 1|⊗ 〈s+ 1| e(ℓ;1)i |r〉⊗ |s〉=−q−r+s+1
[ℓ− r][s]
[ℓ]2
. (118)
r and s run from 0 to ℓ for (116), while they run from 1 to ℓ− 1 for (117) and
(118). The expression (115) naturally leads to the particle-conservation law given
by rL + sL = rR + sR.
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Appendix 5: Derivation of the norms
In derivation of the norms of an n-particle steady state of the (ℓ+1)-state ASEP, we
use the commutation relation of the Uq(sl2) generators:
[∆(S+), ∆(S−)] = ∆(q
2Sz)−∆(q−2Sz)
q− q−1 . (119)
This relation leads to
(∆(S+))n(∆(S−))n = (∆(S+))n−1
{
∆(S−)∆(S+)+ ∆(q
2Sz)−∆(q−2Sz)
q− q−1
}
(∆(S−))n−1
= (∆(S+))n−1(∆(S−))n∆(S+)
+ (∆(S+))n−1(∆(S−))n−1
n
∑
j=1
q−2(n− j)∆(q2Sz)− q2(n− j)∆(q−2Sz)
q− q−1 .
(120)
Using the fact that ∆(S+)|0〉 = 0 and ∆(q±2Sz)|0〉 = q±N , we obtain the following
recursion relation:
〈0|(∆ (ℓN)(S+))n(∆ (ℓN)(S−))n|0〉
=
n
∑
j=1
qℓN−2(n− j)− q−ℓN+2(n− j)
q− q−1 〈0|(∆
(ℓN)(S+))n−1(∆ (ℓN)(S−))n−1|0〉. (121)
Taking into account that the initial condition:
〈0|∆ (ℓN)(S+)∆ (ℓN)(S−)|0〉= q
ℓN − q−ℓN
q− q−1 , (122)
we obtain the expression (54) for the norm.
Appendix 6: Correlation functions
We introduce a particle-counting operator defined on a two-dimensional vector
space:
n j = S+j S
−
j =
(
0
1
)
j
, 1− n j = S−j S+j =
(
1
0
)
j
. (123)
In the case of the two-state ASEP, important physical quantities such as particle
densities and particle currents are expressed by n j.
For instance, an l-point correlation function of the two-state ASEP is written by
means of particle-counting operators in the following way:
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〈n|Unx1nx2 . . .nxlU−1|n〉norm = 〈n|nx1nx2 . . .nxl |n〉norm. (124)
Useful formulae have been obtained in [50]: The one-point correlation functions is
given by
〈n|U−1nxU |n〉= 〈n|nx|n〉=
[
N
n
]−1 n−1
∑
k=0
(−1)n−k+1q−(n−k)(N+1−2x)
[
N
k
]
, (125)
which was derived using the following relations:
S+x |n〉= q(−N−1+2x)/2(1− nx)|n− 1〉, 〈n|S−x = q(−N−1+2x)/2〈n− 1|(1− nx).
(126)
The relations (126) lead to a recursion relation for an l-point correlation function
with respect to n:
〈n|nx1 . . .nxl |n〉norm =
[n]q−N−1+2x
[N− n+ 1] 〈n− 1|nx1 . . .nxl−1(1− nxl)|n− 1〉norm. (127)
In contrast to the recursion relation (127), by which one needs to compute cor-
relation functions in basis of different particle-sectors, we found another recursion
relation which does not change the number of particles:
Proposition 10. An l-point function is decomposed into one-point functions:
〈n|nx1nx2 · · ·nxl |n〉norm =
l
∑
j=1
ℓ
∏
k=1
k 6= j
q(xk−x j)
q(xk−x j)− q−(xk−x j) · 〈n|nx j |n〉norm. (128)
Proof. The proof is given by an induction on l. Before starting the proof, let us
remark the following lemma:
Lemma 3. A two-point function is decomposed into one-point functions:
(qx2−x1−q−(x2−x1))·〈n|nx1nx2 |n〉norm = qx2−x1 ·〈n|nx1 |n〉norm−q−(x2−x1) ·〈n|nx2 |n〉norm.
(129)
Proof. This lemma can be proved by considering two expressions of the following
function;
〈n− 1|(1− nx1)(1− nx2)|n− 1〉norm. (130)
First applying the formula (127) to the operator (1− nx2), one obtains
〈n− 1|(1− nx1)(1− nx2)|n− 1〉norm
= 〈n− 1|(1− nx2)|n− 1〉norm−〈n− 1|nx1(1− nx2)|n− 1〉norm
=
[N− n+ 1]
[n]q−N−1+2x2
· 〈n|(nx2 − nx1nx2)|n〉norm,
(131)
and then applying to the operator (1− nx1), one has
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〈n− 1|(1− nx1)(1− nx2)|n− 1〉norm
= 〈n− 1|(1− nx1)|n− 1〉norm−〈n− 1|nx2(1− nx1)|n− 1〉norm
=
[N− n+ 1]
[n]q−N−1+2x1
· 〈n|(nx1 − nx1nx2)|n〉norm.
(132)
From (131) and (132), decomposition of two-point functions (129) is obtained.
Assume the relation (128) holds for an l-point function. Then an (l+1)-point func-
tion is evaluated as
〈n|nx1nx2 · · ·nxl nxl+1 |n〉norm =
l
∑
j=1
l
∏
k=1
k 6= j
qxk−x j
qxk−x j − q−(xk−x j) · 〈n|nnx j nxl+1 |n〉norm.
(133)
Using the decomposition formula of two-point functions into one-point functions
(129) to the right-hand side, we obtain the relation (128) for an (l + 1)-point func-
tion.
Substituting the expression for the one-point function (125) into (128), one ob-
tains the expression for the l-point function.
Appendix 7: Currents in terms of the particle-counting operators
Here we give useful expressions for the seven types of expectation values in (74) in
terms of particle-counting operators.
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〈2;n|
( 0
1
0
)
x
( 1
0
0
)
x+1
|2;n〉norm
=− q−5(q+q−1)
(q−q−1)(q2−q−2)(q3−q−3) 〈n|n2x−1|n〉norm−
q−3(q+q−1)
(q−1−q)(q−q−1)(q2−q−2) 〈n|n2x|n〉norm
− q−1(q+q−1)
(q−2−q2)(q−1−q)(q−q−1) 〈n|n2x+1|n〉norm−
q(q+q−1)
(q−3−q3)(q−2−q2)(q−1−q)〈n|n2x+2|n〉norm,
〈2;n|
( 0
0
1
)
x
( 0
1
0
)
x+1
|2;n〉norm
=− q(q+q−1)
(q−q−1)(q2−q−2)(q3−q−3) 〈n|n2x−1|n〉norm−
q−1(q+q−1)
(q−1−q)(q−q−1)(q2−q−2) 〈n|n2x|n〉norm
− q−3(q+q−1)
(q−2−q2)(q−1−q)(q−q−1) 〈n|n2x+1|n〉norm−
q−5(q+q−1)
(q−3−q3)(q−2−q2)(q−1−q)〈n|n2x+2|n〉norm,
〈2;n|
( 0
0
1
)
x
( 1
0
0
)
x+1
|2;n〉norm
=− q−4
(q−q−1)(q2−q−2)(q3−q−3) 〈n|n2x−1|n〉norm−
q−4
(q−1−q)(q−q−1)(q2−q−2) 〈n|n2x|n〉norm
− q−4
(q−2−q2)(q−1−q)(q−q−1) 〈n|n2x+1|n〉norm−
q−4
(q−3−q3)(q−2−q2)(q−1−q)〈n|n2x+2|n〉norm,
〈2;n|
( 0
1
0
)
x
( 0
1
0
)
x+1
|2;n〉norm
=− (q+q−1)2
(q−q−1)(q2−q−2)(q3−q−3) 〈n|n2x−1|n〉norm−
(q+q−1)2
(q−1−q)(q−q−1)(q2−q−2) 〈n|n2x|n〉norm
− (q+q−1)2
(q−2−q2)(q−1−q)(q−q−1) 〈n|n2x+1|n〉norm−
(q+q−1)2
(q−3−q3)(q−2−q2)(q−1−q)〈n|n2x+2|n〉norm,
〈2;n|
( 1
0
0
)
x
( 0
1
0
)
x+1
|2;n〉norm
=− q−1(q+q−1)
(q−q−1)(q2−q−2)(q3−q−3) 〈n|n2x−1|n〉norm−
q(q+q−1)
(q−1−q)(q−q−1)(q2−q−2) 〈n|n2x|n〉norm
− q3(q+q−1)
(q−2−q2)(q−1−q)(q−q−1) 〈n|n2x+1|n〉norm−
q5(q+q−1)
(q−3−q3)(q−2−q2)(q−1−q)〈n|n2x+2|n〉norm,
〈2;n|
( 0
1
0
)
x
( 0
0
1
)
x+1
|2;n〉norm
=− q5(q+q−1)
(q−q−1)(q2−q−2)(q3−q−3) 〈n|n2x−1|n〉norm−
q3(q+q−1)
(q−1−q)(q−q−1)(q2−q−2) 〈n|n2x|n〉norm
− q(q+q−1)
(q−2−q2)(q−1−q)(q−q−1) 〈n|n2x+1|n〉norm−
q−1(q+q−1)
(q−3−q3)(q−2−q2)(q−1−q)〈n|n2x+2|n〉norm,
〈2;n|
( 1
0
0
)
x
( 0
0
1
)
x+1
|2;n〉norm
=− q4
(q−q−1)(q2−q−2)(q3−q−3) 〈n|n2x−1|n〉norm−
q4
(q−1−q)(q−q−1)(q2−q−2) 〈n|n2x|n〉norm
− q4
(q−2−q2)(q−1−q)(q−q−1) 〈n|n2x+1|n〉norm−
q4
(q−3−q3)(q−2−q2)(q−1−q)〈n|n2x+2|n〉norm.
(134)
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